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We analyze observations made in August and November 1995
during the Earth and Sun crossings of Saturn’s ring plane, respec-
tively. The August 1995 observations combine data taken with the
Adonis adaptive optics system at the European Southern Observa-
tory (ESO) and images from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).
The November 1995 data are based on HST images only. We re-
port here the detections of four new objects (three in August, one
in November) orbiting near, or within, the F ring of Saturn. Two
of the objects observed at ESO in August 1995 are most probably
S/1995 S5 and S/1995 S6, reported by P. D. Nicholson et al. (1996,
Science 272, 509–515) from the HST observations on August 10,
1995. The third object, S/1995 S20 cannot be clearly linked with
any other objects reported by other observers. An elongated object,
or arc, is tracked in November 1995, and can be connected to one
of the arcs also reported by Nicholson et al. Our combined mea-
surements improve the determination of the orbital parameters of
S/1995 S5 and the arc, indicating that these objects orbit, within the
error bars (&±140 km), in the F ring. We discuss the nature and
origin of these F-ring features. We propose that they are clouds of
regolith ejecta resulting from collisions between large particles, or
“parent bodies,” within the F ring. From the available constraints
(brightness and lifetime of the objects), we show that the observa-

1 To whom reprint requests should be addressed at NASA/Ames Res
Center, Mail Stop 245-3, Moffett Field, California 94035-1000.

tions are consistent with the presence of several hundred 1-km-sized
(and/or several thousand 100-m-sized) unseen parent bodies embed-
ded in the F ring, each of which is covered by a regolith layer tens
of centimeters to ∼1 m in thickness. c© 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

Every 15 years or so, Earth and the Sun cross Saturn’s
plane. The scattered light from the bright main rings is th
sufficiently reduced to permit the study of faint objects (rin
and satellites) and to reveal new ones during a few-month
riod. In this context, the 1995/1996 edge-on orientation of
rings provided a special opportunity to study the Saturn s
tem. First, it could benefit from recent advances in obser
tional techniques (infrared arrays, adaptive optics cameras,
the space telescope, all unavailable during the previous c
paign of 1979/1980), and second it was the last crossing be
thein situobservations of the Cassini orbiter, planned to star
2004.

The observations discussed in this paper led, among o
results, to the detections of new objects orbiting just outs
the A ring (and more precisely, close to or within the F ring,
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discussed herein), labeled S/1995 S1, S/1995 S2, etc.1 (Bosh and
Rivkin 1996, Nicholsonet al.1995, 1996, Sicardyet al.1996a,b,
Pouletet al. 1997, Roddieret al. 1996a,b). The detection o
such objects is not new, however; the Voyager images reve
in 1980/81 several condensations within the F ring (Smithet al.
1982). The present observations, spanning time intervals
few days to a few months, can yield important complement
constraints as to the nature of these transient bodies.

We divide our work in two parts. In the first part (Sections
and 3), we concentrate on the detections of new objects
the orbit of the F ring. We use data obtained in August 199
the European Southern Observatory (ESO) with an adaptive
tics system and also analyze data gathered by the Hubble S
Telescope (HST) in November 1995. We then combine prev
HST results obtained by Nicholsonet al. (1996), hereafter re
ferred to as N96, with our new results to constrain the orbit
photometry of three new objects detected in August 1995
of one ring arc feature observed in November 1995, all nea
within the F ring.

In the second part of the paper (Section 4), we discuss
nature of these condensations. The F-ring region, roughly
responding to the Roche zone of the planet, is of prime inte
because of the balanced competition between satellite accr
and tidal disruption. In particular, the interplay of isolated co
pact bodies and continuous fluid rings probably tells us so
thing about satellite formation processes.

According to the simulations of Salo (1992) and H¨anninen
(1993), the existence of the F ring is hard to understand with
the existence of a significant source of dust. Because of the s
lifetime of the dusty component, we need an active mechan
to create transient objects. We propose here that they are c
of regolith ejecta resulting from collisions between larger pa
cles (or “parent bodies”) embedded within the F ring. From
observational constraints, we derive the lifetime of these obje
the total cross-sectional area and the sizes of the parent bo
and the properties of the regolith covering their surface.

The implications of our results for the evolution of the F rin
are discussed in Section 5, which also offers some conclu
remarks.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

The Earth crossed Saturn’s ring plane on May 22, 19
around 5h UT, and again on August 10, 1995, around 21h UT. A
third Earth crossing took place on February 11, 1996, but Sa
was then too close to the Sun on the sky to be easily obser
The Sun crossed the ring plane during the interval Novem
17–21, 1995. The data analyzed here involve the August

November 1995 ring plane crossings (“RPXs” for short), as d
scribed below.

1 For the sake of brevity, these objects will be referred to as S1, S2, etc
this paper.
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2.1. August 1995 ESO Observations

These groundbased observations were carried out duri
six-night period bracketing the August 10 crossing. We u
the ADONIS (former COME-ON+) adaptive optics system
mounted on the ESO 3.6-m telescope at La Silla, Chile. P
atmospheric conditions (seeing of 1.5 arcsec) prevented
achievement of diffraction limited performance (0.1 arcse
Nevertheless, the adaptive optics system did obtain images
mean angular resolution as low as 0.4 arcsec, with some im
reaching a resolution of 0.3 arcsec. The corrected images
acquired by the 256× 256-pixel SHARP II infrared camera with
a scale of 0.0505 arcsec per pixel (∼320 km at Saturn). Note
that the field of view (12.9× 12.9 arcsec) is not wide enough t
contain both ring ansae (∼43 arcsec tip to tip). Blocks contain
ing 10 successive images were recorded, each image havin
exposure time of either 30 or 60 s. We used a near-infraredK ′

filter (2.15µm,1λ= 0.32µm), which falls within an sorption
band in Saturn’s atmosphere due to hydrogen and methan
order to reduce the contribution of scattered light from the pla
disk.

Only the nights of August 9 and 10, when the dark (southe
side of the rings was visible, were used to search for small in
objects. During this period, the elevation of Earth with resp
to the ring plane changed from−0.045◦ to−0.013◦, while the
rings were illuminated by the Sun at an elevation angle of+1.5◦.
The faintness of the A and B rings makes the detection of f
objects relatively easy in these regions.

2.2. November 1995 HST Observations

Images were obtained by the HST during three orbits
November 17 and 18, 1995. The data of November 17 co
from an observing program by Tomasko and Karkoschka (p
gram ID 6030), with a total of 11 suitable PC images, and a p
size of 302 km at Saturn. The data of November 18 are fro
program by Caldwell (ID 6328), with 10 wide field (WF) im
ages. Between these two dates, the Sun started to cross th
plane from the north to the south side, while the Earth was 2.67◦

north of the ring plane. The HST observations of N96 were
obtained on November 21, at the end of the solar crossing.

2.3. Image Processing

Standard infrared data reduction procedures were applie
each individual ESO frame: flat-fielding to correct pixel-to-pix
sensitivity variations, sky subtraction, and cosmic ray elimi
tion. The removal of a periodic electronic pattern in the detec
was also performed through a Fourier transform.

The HST data used in this analysis were the calibrated
frames provided by the Space Telescope Science Institute.
ventional flat-fielding and dark subtraction were performed d
ing HST pipeline processing (Birettaet al.1996). As the extrem-
ities of the rings are near the edge of the camera field of view
took into account optical distortion in the HST planetary cam
., in
(Holtzmanet al.1995).
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The difficulties inherent in the detection of small objects st
from the scattered light background from the planet and the ri
Furthermore, the strong local gradient of light due to the pla
can systematically bias measurements of object positions
experimented with several methods of subtracting the scatt
light from the planet. For all final results (ESO and HST i
ages), the background was determined from a robust, low-o
polynomial fit to each line parallel to the ring plane.

When there was no strong variation in the seeing, the
was deconvolved from the adaptive optics images. Direct lin
deconvolution did not yield satisfactory results. We used inst
an iterative procedure based upon the maximum likelihood
gorithm. This procedure is the preferred method for identify
moving features, but it was not used for photometry purpo
since the flux is not conserved. Also, the long exposure ti
necessary for the detection of faint objects greatly increase
residual light from the rings. Ring subtraction was perform
using either an earlier or a later reference image in which
satellite appears in order to subtract the ring light in the ima
of interest. We first superimposed the rings in the two imag
and then compared and adjusted the ring brightnesses b
subtraction.

The varying exposure time and filter for the HST images
the long intervals of time between the images prevent the
struction of such a template profile. In this case, we sim
tracked those variations of brightness whose motion appe
to be consistent with F-ring objects.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Detections of Faint Objects

Recoveries. During the HST orbits bracketing the Ear
crossing of August 10, three objects whose orbital motion co
be clearly tracked were detected and designated S5, S6, a
(Nicholsonet al.1995, N96, Sicardyet al.1996b). Because th
time span of these observations was less than 10 h, only a
tion of their orbital periods (∼14.8 h) was sampled. Howeve
unresolved objects were also detected at ESO on the two p
ous nights at positions consistent with the orbits of S5 and S
derived by N96 (Sicardyet al.1995, 1996a, Pouletet al.1997).
Figure 1 displays the orbital motion of S5 along the western a
of the rings on August 9, after ring subtraction.

In the meantime, Roddieret al.(1996a, 1996b), also using a
adaptive optics system, reported the detection of 10 objects
the F ring. Among these, S8, S9, S11, S12, S13, and S14
outside all of our ESO images. S15, S16, S17, and S19 wer
seen in our adaptive optics data, because of interference
bright features (satellites or the Cassini division) and/or se
limitations.

The November solar crossing added a second dimensio
the images of the F-ring region, allowing us to distinguish m

easily between point-like objects and ring arcs. Two arcs emb
ded in the F ring were detected by HST on November 21 (N9

ed
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TABLE I
Planetocentric Measurements

Decimal day Planetocentric positionsa

Satellite 1995 (UTC) (km)

S5 9.24479 August −100,853
S5 9.24549 August −101,936
S5 9.24618 August −102,573
S5 9.24687 August −102,828
S20 10.34624 August −103,000
S20 10.34693 August −104,000
S20 10.34902 August −105,500
S20 10.34971 August −107,500
S20 10.35110 August −108,500
S20 10.36956 August −127,200

Arc10 17.34995 November 138,400
Arc10 17.35250 November 137,800
Arc10 17.35448 November 136,966
Arc10 17.35652 November 135,890
Arc10 17.35939 November 135,490
Arc10 17.36142 November 133,791
Arc10 18.35632 November −88,007

a The minus sign means west ansa. See text for the uncertainties in the
surements.

We extended this search to the HST images of Novembe
and 18. This was done in a less favorable photometric cont
however, because the main rings were still quite bright due
direct illumination by the Sun. The shorter exposure times u
for these images, on the other hand, were better adapted to d
moving objects. In particular, it is easier to distinguish betwe
the smearing due to orbital motion and the actual azimuthal
tension of the object.

These points are illustrated by Fig. 2, which shows examp
of the arc detections of November 17 near the eastern ansa o
rings. This arc was spotted seven times on November 17 an
(Table I). We show below that its positions are consistent w
that of the 10◦ arc (called Arc10 hereafter) described by N9
The arc has a full length at half maximum brightness of ab
7.5◦. This difference could be due to a shorter exposure ti
on November 17 (80 s instead of 300 s) and to the illuminat
geometry. Evolution of the structure over 4 days is also possi

New detection. The deconvolution of a series of ESO imag
on August 10 produced evidence for a new object, S20, a
moving at a speed consistent with the mean motion of the F
(see Fig. 3).

3.2. Astrometry

When available, a known satellite was used as an astrom
ric reference point in each image. Ephemerides of the satel
were taken from the on line software at the Planetary Data S
tem’s Rings Node (Showalter 1995), which uses ephemeris
provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For the HST ima
in which no known satellite is available, Saturn’s limb was us

6).as a pointing reference. The edge-on ring was used to define
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FIG. 1. The west ansa of Saturn’s rings observed with the Adonis adaptive optics camera at the ESO 3.6-m telescope. Each image was taken in tK ′ band
with a 60-s exposure and has a size of 20× 12 arcsec on the sky. The time is the decimal date in August 1995 (UT), so that we see here the unlit side of th
∼39 h before Earth’s ring plane crossing. A template image has been subtracted in a part of each frame to show the orbital motion of S5.

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1, but on August 10, 1995, at 8h.3097 (top) and 8h.4264 (UT) (i.e.,∼12 h before the Earth RPX). Each image has a size of 8×
3 arcsec. The images have been deconvolved by the point spread function (see text) and reveal the motion of a faint object, S20. Note the conspicuosence
of a point-like object at the tip of the rings. This sharp increase of signal (which is not observed in other ESO images) probably corresponds to S6, orved a
few hours later by the Hubble Space Telescope (see N96 and the text). CD indicates the brightening due to the Cassini Division. The A ring is not visibn these

images because of the choice of stretch.

138
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FIG. 2. Sequence of three magnified HST images taken on Novembe
1995, showing the eastern ansa of the A ring and the detached F ring.
image has a size of 10.75× 4.6 arcsec. They were taken at mid-times of 08:23:
(top), 08:27:36 (middle), and 08:30:24 UT (bottom), with integration times
80 s, 40 s, and 18 s in theλ= 0.34µm, λ= 0.41µm, andλ= 0.47µm filters,
respectively. The solar RPX started a few hours later, so that we see the li
of the rings under grazing illumination with an elevation angle of 2.67◦ for the
observer. The object moving in the upper part is Epimetheus, and the ve
bars indicate the motion of the object Arc10.

the north–south location of Saturn’s center. The positions of
various sources were determined by a centering routine for
brighter satellites and by picking “by eye” the brightest pix
for the fainter ones. The pixel locations were then converte
distances from Saturn, as projected onto the plane of the sk

The temporal coverage of our data set is summarized in Fi
where the observed planetocentric positions vs time are plo
together with circular orbit fits. The S5 and arc detections
ported here permit us to improve their orbital parameters w
respect to the initial values reported by N96. This is not the c
for S6, since we have groundbased observations only at g
est elongation. The planetocentric positions given in Tab
combined with the positions measured by N96 constitute
final input to the various orbital solutions.
The uncertainties assigned to these measurements depe
the number of individual measurements combined in each po
F-RING OBJECTS 139
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the uncertainties in these measurements, and systematic e
in the pointing reference. For the HST data, we have compa
the determination of Saturn’s center using a satellite and us
the limb of the planet. Both methods agree to within±0.04 arc-
sec for PC images (0.9 pixel), and±0.07 arcsec for WF images
(0.7 pixel). So, taking into account the uncertainty in the cen
of the objects, we assign uncertainties of±0.06 arcsec for the
PC data, vs±0.12 arcsec for the WF images, i.e., about±0.16◦

and±0.31◦ in longitude for an object orbiting near the F ring.
The August 1995 dark side ring profiles extend to the locat

of the F ring (140,200 km), which was used as an astrometric
erence in some of the ESO images. Comparisons of various E
profiles allow us to estimate uncertainties of±0.1 arcsec (∼2
pixels). Considering the uncertainties in the determination of
photocenter of S5, we estimate uncertainties of±0.20 arcsec for
the ESO positions.

3.3. Orbital Solutions

The combination of groundbased and HST observations n
August 10 and November 21, 1995, allows us to cover s
eral revolutions of each object (except for S20). The obser
positions are fitted to circular, noninclined orbits. Given the po
sibility that these objects actually lie within the F ring, we als
performed a second set of noncircular orbital fits using the
centricitye and longitude of pericenter ˜ω of the F ring (N96).
Note that the radiusa is fitted independently of the mean mo
tion n. Consequently, we also calculate a semimajor axisacalc

from n, using the mass of Saturn GMS= 37,931,272 km3 s−2,
a reference radiusRS= 60,330 km, and including the effect
of J2= 16,298× 10−6, J4=−915× 10−6, andJ6= 103× 10−6

(Campbell and Anderson 1989).
Table II gives the derived orbital elements of S5, S20, a

Arc10, namely the radiusa, the mean-motionn, and the lon-
gitudeλ0 at epoch (August 10d 12h, 1995, TDT, at Saturn, and
November 21d12h, 1995, TDT, at Saturn, respectively). Long
tudes are measured from the ascending node of Saturn’s e
torial plane on Earth’s equatorial plane (J2000). The errors
the orbital elements are obtained by introducing random err
in the positions, within the quoted limits of uncertainties. Th
RMS residuals for all the points (namely∼0.06 arcsec for S5
and∼0.12 arcsec for Arc 10) are comparable to the errors in
position measurements.

Based on a circular orbit fit, S5 lies between the orbits
Pandora and Prometheus. Our analysis yields a semimajor
for S5 which lies closer to the F ring radius (140,220± 5 km,
Bosh and Olkin 1997) than that previously derived by N96, us
the HST data of August 10 only. Including the eccentricity a
orientation of the F ring orbit in the fit does not improve the rm
residuals and thus does not provide further information as to
association of S5 with the F ring.

We cannot fit an orbit for S20 with our positions only, whic
correspond to a time span of half an hour or so (Table I). Ho
nd on
int,
ever, if we assume it is an F-ring clump, then we can fixa and
e and solve forλ0.
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t 10, 1995,
io
FIG. 4. (a) Measured planetocentric offsets (km) vs time (hours) for S5 (diamonds), S6 (squares), and S20 (crosses). The origin of time is Augus
0:00 (UT). The offsets are positive eastward. The shaded band represents the planet and the dashed lines indicate the various intervals of observatns. Circular
orbit fits for S5 (solid line), S6 (solid line), and S20 (dot-dashed line) are superimposed. Table II gives the derived orbital elements for S5 and S20; the S6 orbital
elements are given by N96. (b) A similar plot for the Arc10 detections during the solar RPX. The origin of time is November, 21, 1995, at 0:00 (UT).
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TABLE II
Orbital Elements for S5, S20, and Arc10

Parameters S5 S5 S20 Arc10 Arc10

a (km) 139775± 260 139936± 220 140200a 138124± 1100 138746± 1050
n (degrees/day) 581.70± 0.40 582.06± 0.30 582.05a 583.06± 0.22 582.90± 0.20
λ0 (degrees) 130.35± 0.10 130.80± 0.10 211.0± 2.0 244.18± 0.09 243.91± 0.08
e 0a 0.0029a 0a 0a 0.0029a

ω (degrees) — 14.4a — — 292.5a

RMS (km) 430 400 1143 854 821
acalc (km) 140266± 60 140208± 50 — 140048± 35 140074± 30
Note.The uncertainties are 1σ errors.
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We determine the orbital parameters of Arc10 by fitting
positions of the mid-point of the elongated arc. The global d
coverage of seven revolutions substantially improves the m
motion determination, and the revised semimajor axis app
to be consistent with the F-ring location (see Table II): the ca
lated semimajor axis isacalc= 140,074± 30 km, i.e., 5σ away
from that of the F ring,aF= 140,220± 5 km (Bosh and Olkin
1997). However, the multiple strands of the F ring spread o
more than 200 km (Murrayet al. 1997), strongly suggesting
close association of Arc10 with the F ring. Note also that the
tended structure of the arc combined with the noise may ind
errors in its position and thus explain in part the discrepa
betweenacalc andaF.

3.4. Photometry

Complementary information on the new objects can be g
ered from photometry. From the integrated flux, and assum
a spherical shape with Pandora’s albedo, we can estimat
equivalent radius for the new objects. Obviously, the derived
ues are meaningful only if the new objects are compact mo
The estimated equivalent radius of S5 from ESO data is a
20 km.

The photometry of S6, detected from ESO at the tip of the
ansa, is not very accurate because of the difficulty in subtrac
the light from the ring in a region of strong gradient. Howev
we can compare the brightness of S6 with that of Pandora,
at the same absolute planetocentric distance. It turns ou
S6 must have at least the same equivalent radius, 45± 5 km, as
Pandora. N96 find a significantly smaller value (18± 5 km); the
simplest explanation of this difference is that S6 is an elong
object in the direction of its orbital motion. Thus, all the flux
integrated in one pixel when S6 is observed at the ansa, wh
is diluted (and thus partially lost) in the background F ring wh
it is observed elsewhere.

While the direct deconvolution is linear and preserves
photometry, the maximum likelihood deconvolution allows o
a morphological study. This prevents the measurement o
brightness of S20, which is seen only after deconvolution
rough estimation of its brightness gives an equivalent radiu
km.
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In any event, the derived equivalent radii for S5 and S6 lea
estimated sizes larger than those of Pan and Atlas, which hav
been detected. It is unlikely that such moons were missed du
the Voyager encounters. Therefore, the new objects are prob
transient F-ring clumps, confirming the conclusions of N96 a
Bosh and Rivkin (1996). What conclusions about their lifetim
can be derived from the present observations? New constr
have been obtained by McGheeet al.(1998), who carefully ex-
amined the different HST data sets. Of the satellite candid
observed in May and August 1995, only S7 has a possible m
and appears to be coorbital with Prometheus. Extrapolating
other clump positions observed in August to November 19
does not yield obvious correlations (N96, McGheeet al.1998).
The HST data of May 1995 (Bosh and Rivkin 1996) reve
clearly only one new object vs several in August and Novem
This implies lifetimes of at most a few months for these obje
Our data support these conclusions. For instance, the extr
lated position of Arc10, the most obvious F-ring candidate, fr
November to August does not reveal any correlation with
S6, or S7. The analysis of the Voyager 1 and 2 F-ring ima
by Showalter (1997) shows that the detected clumps propa
with mean motions in the range 582.1± 0.3◦/day. Considering
this interval, only S14 (Roddieret al. 1996b) could be linked
with Arc10. However, the large difference of brightness betwe
these two objects makes the possibility of a single, unchang
object unlikely.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Nature and Lifetime of the F-ring Objects

The presence of clumps in the F ring could be the resul
purely kinematic processes, associated with the perturbatio
Prometheus and Pandora (Showalter and Burns 1982). How
in a numerical study of the F ring, H¨anninen (1993) consider
the generation of clumps by the shepherd satellites, taking
account interparticle collisions. This author identifies vario
clumps after one synodic period of Prometheus, but they
hibit little density contrast because of azimuthal overlappi

and would remain undetected in the actual F ring.
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Another explanation is that collisions between larger partic
(or “parent bodies”) embedded in the F ring can release reg
and form clouds of dust, thus explaining the transient obj
observed in the F ring. The concept of a belt of colliding par
bodies in the neighborhood of the F ring was first advanced
Cuzzi and Burns (1988) to explain the abrupt depletions in
flux of magnetospheric electrons detected by Pioneer 11.
presence of large bodies has been investigated in other d
rings similar to the F ring. For instance, in addition to a la
dust component, Saturn’s G ring may contain a populatio
large bodies (a few kilometers in radius) responsible for
production and maintenance of the dust component (Canup
Esposito 1997).

Actually, both the F-ring core and its dusty envelope have
ticle size distributions compatible with collisional and disrupt
processes (Showalteret al. 1992). The PPS profile shows th
the core region has a maximal normal optical depthτN∼ 0.4,
whereas the averageτN of the 50-km-wide envelope of the sy
tem is about 0.1 (Showalteret al.1992). Consequently, collision
between ring particles must be frequent, namely of the orde
one per day per particle.

Let Ncl be the total number of clumps in the F ring at a giv
time, each with a typical massMcl and lifetimeT . This requires
a total mass rate of regolith injected into the F ring throu
collisions of

Ṁ reg= (NclMcl)/T. (1)

In order to estimate the value oḟM reg, we examine in turn the
various quantities which enter this equation. Then, in the n
subsection, we will see how collisions between parent bo
can provide such a quantity of dust per unit time in the F rin

Mass of the clumps.The quantityMcl depends on geome
rical factors, like the length, width, and height of the clum
and on its density, which is related to its optical depth. D
ing the Earth ring plane crossing, the contribution of the F r
dominates the residual flux of the whole system. In Pouletet al.
(2000), we model the F ring as a ribbon of radial widthW, radial
optical depth (alongW) τ , and physical heightH . This ribbon is
supposed to contain large particles embedded in dust. We
that, on the average, the edge-on profiles yieldτ ∼ 0.2 for the
ring. If we assume that the average F ring and the clumps
the same photometric properties, a temporary brightening
occur if a swarm of particles is created. The difference in ra
optical depth,1τ , between that clump and the average F r
will lead to a local contrast1τ

τ
in brightness. The HST Augus

10, 1995, images constrain the value of1τ
τ

for the three objects
S5, S6, and S7, with typical values between 2 and 3.

Let Lcl and Hcl be the length and the height of the clum
respectively and letr be the size of the dust particles formin
the clump. Then

4rρ0Lcl Hcl1τ

Mcl =

3Qext
, (2)
ET AL.
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whereQext is the extinction efficiency andρ0 is the density of
individual dust particles. We will take1τ = 0.4, Qext= 1 (geo-
metrical optics limit) and we will assumeρ0= 1 g cm−3 (solid
ice density). We get limits onH from the modeling of the F ring,
with a typical value ofH ∼ 20 km (Pouletet al.2000), which is
assumed to be the same for the clumps. Because of the Ke
shear,Wcl¿ Lcl in general. Most of the observed clumps a
unresolved, but some can extend over a few degrees, so we
a typical length ofLcl∼ 2500 km for the clumps, correspondin
to a longitude interval of one degree. Since the main clumps
tected in the Voyager images are uniformly distributed arou
the ring with typical lengths of 5000 to 13,000 km (Smithet al.
1982), the value ofLcl taken here (and thus, oḟM reg) probably
corresponds to a lower limit.

Since these clumps are not persistent features, creation an
struction mechanisms are required over the observed time s
of at least 1 week and at most 3 months. Possible processe
derlying such temporal evolution include drag forces and e
tromagnetic processes. Showalteret al. (1992), however, show
that electromagnetic forces probably play an insignificant rol
the dynamics of the F ring. Moreover, the Poynting–Robert
drag acting on micrometer-sized grains has significant effe
only over thousands of years. Since the lifetime of the clum
is much shorter, the most obvious remaining mechanism is
Kepler shear.

A dynamically unconfined clump with azimuthal extentθ
spreads at the ratėθ = 3n1a/2a, where1a is assumed to be
identical to the width of the clumpWcl, n is the mean motion,
anda is the semimajor axis of the ring. This spreading causes
disappearance of the clump (by blending into the backgro
average F ring) over a time scale of

T ∼ θ

θ̇

1τ

τ
= 2

3

(
1τ

τ

)(
aθ

nWcl

)
∼ 500

(
θ

1◦

)(
1 km

Wcl

)
days.

(3)

Since the observed clumps extend over a few degrees at
and the lifetime is a few months (see discussion in Section 3
Eq. (3) yields a widthWcl in the range of a few tens of kilometers
This value is actually compatible with the Voyager observatio
which give a width of about 50 km for the main strand of the
ring (Showalteret al.1992, Murrayet al.1997). In other words,
the observed lifetime of the clumps is compatible with a disru
tion caused by keplerian shear. We will take1a=Wcl∼ 50 km
as typical values. We will need the value ofWcl later, when we
constrain the number and radius of the parent bodies embe
in the F ring (Eq. (10)).

From the different observations (N96, Roddieret al. 1996b,
this work), we estimate that the detections of August 1995 im
a total ofNcl∼ 10 different clumps at any time in the F ring. Thu
Eq. (1), together with the numerical values discussed ab
yield a total injection rate of

4

(
r

)
−1
M reg∼ 5× 10

1µm
g s . (4)
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Ṁaccr= πS Vrelρcl, (8)

2
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The flux8 of meteoroids impacting the ring plane has be
estimated by Durisenet al. (1996); see their Eq. (1). We fin
8∼ 5× 10−17 g cm−2 s−1 for the F-ring core (forτ ∼ 0.1).
The impact yieldY (the ratio of the total ejecta mass to t
projectile mass) is estimated from experiments with hype
locity cratering on water ice targets. We useY= 104 as a typical
value. Based on the cross-sectional area of the core of the F
AF = 1015–1016 cm2 (width ∼1 km, radius 140,200 km), w
derive a mass erosion rate of

Ṁer ∼ AF8Y ∼ 103 g s−1. (5)

Although the uncertainties on the quoted numbers may be la
the derived erosion rate still appears to be insufficient to exp
the required mass injection rate of Eq. (4), unlessr & 0.05µm.
Note also that the observed ejecta collected in meteoritic
pact shots with icy particles yield typical particle sizes arou
r ∼ 10µm (Ip, 1995).

A recent estimate of8 by Cuzzi and Estrada (1998) gives
bombarding flux about 10 times bigger than the value of Duri
et al. (1996) used here. Also, including the impacts onto
whole F ring increases the erosion rate. So, purely from
mass injection standpoint, the discrepancy between Eqs. (6
(7) may be not so large. However, this micrometeoroid eje
is in numerous small grains that would produce a continu
dust population rather than the discrete clumps seen, w
would require larger projectiles and thus occur at a smaller
(Showalter 1998). Thus a purely meteoritic origin for the larg
clumps seems unlikely. This is why we turn to the hypothesi
clumps produced by collisions between parent bodies, em
ded in the F ring, and covered by regolith.

4.2. Population of Parent Bodies: Number and Size

4.2.1. Model description. Our problem now is to explain
the injection rate of Eq. (4) by collisions between parent bod
In this case, the grains of the observed clouds result fro
balance between collisional excavation and sweep-up by pa
bodies. IfNp is the total number of parent bodies andṀaccris the
mass accretion rate on a given parent body, this balance re

NpṀaccr= Ṁ reg. (6)

One unknown of the problem isNp, and the other one isRp,
the radius of the parent bodies (on which the accretion rateṀaccr

eventually depends). Thus we need another equation to solv
both Np andRp.

This second constraint is provided by the number of collisi
per unit time between any two parent bodies,Ncol. As we saw
before, there are about 10 clumps at a given time in the F r
each with a lifetime of aboutT = 2 months. This requires on th
averageN ∼ 1/6 collisions per day involving any one of th
col

large particles of the F ring. The quantityNcol depends on both
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Np andRp, which provides the second constraint we are look
for. This relation reads2

Ncol ∼ Npnτp ∼ N2
p R2

pn/2a1a, (7)

where1a is the width of the ring where the parent bodies a
confined andτp the optical depth of the population of pare
bodies. Formally, we should take into account the gravitatio
enhancement of the collision cross-section by [1+ ( Vesc

Vrel
)2]. How-

ever, we will see later that the relative velocityVrel in the F ring
and the escape velocityVescfor the parent bodies are such that th
focusing factor is certainly lower than 2. Moreover, we assu
that the optically thin population of parent bodies is spatia
distributed over three dimensions, which eliminates the tw
dimensional case for which the motions of the particles wo
occur primarily in a plane.

If we assume that the particles’ mutual gravitational attract
is the cause of accretion, the reaccretion rate can fall into
regimes: Regime 1, in which the random motion is the domin
mechanism for bringing material within the sphere of influen
of the parent bodies, or Regime 2, where the dominant me
anism is the Kepler shear, i.e., where the random velocity
small.

The transition between the two regimes is analyzed
Greenberget al.(1991), who define a minimal random velocit
to get into Regime 1. In our case, we find that the random ve
ity must be larger than several tens of centimeters per secon
get into Regime 1.

The relative velocityVrel=
√

2Vran∼an(e2+ i 2)1/2 can reach
several tens of meters per second if we take into account
eccentricitye and inclinationi of the F ring, assuming non
correlated (i.e., nonnested) orbits. By contrast, a conjunc
with Prometheus induces relative velocities of only∼1 m s−1

across the F ring. Similarly, the thickness of the F ring (∼20 km)
yields an out-of-plane velocity of several tens of centimet
per second. Gravitational stirring by large bodies inside th
ring predicts relative velocities of the order of the escape
locities at the surface of these large bodies. Because the l
cannot have radii much larger than a few kilometers (see
low) and assuming that they have densities comparable t
less than that of the ice, this yields relative velocities sma
than a few meters per second. On the other hand, the
finement of the F-ring core would indicate much lower ra
dom velocities. Since we have conflicting information onVrel,
we have considered here a range of speeds (see Table III
Fig. 5).

In Regime 1, the mass accretion rate on a parent body of ra
Rp is given by

2

Even in the low-velocity regime, studies by Wetherill and Cox (1985) show
that the collision frequency changes by a factor of only 3.
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FIG. 5. (a) Number of collisions per day between any two parent bodies,Ncol (solid lines), and the equivalent radius,Re (dashed lines), vs the radius o
the parent bodies,Rp, for two relative speeds. The horizontal dotted line definesNcol= 0.16 collisions day−1 estimated for the F ring. IfVrel is too small (here
&90 cm/s), the determination of the accretion rate in the frame of Regime 1, for which the collision rate is computed under the assumption of “particlea box”
(PIAB) is invalid (b) Same as in (a), but in the case of Regime 2 (i.e., for lowerVrel).

where

πS2 = πR2
p

[
1+

(
Vesc

)2
]

(9)

is the effective cross section of the parent body, andρcl is the
spatial density of the accretable material, i.e., the density
typical clump,ρcl=Mcl/LclWcl Hcl.

A condition must be fulfilled for a small particle touching th

Vrel surface of a larger one to be attracted toward this surface against
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TABLE III
Distribution of the Parent Bodies in Case of Regime 1 and

Distributed over a Ring of Width 50 km

Parameter Vrel= 90 cm/s Vrel= 3000 cm/s

Rp (km) 1.4+1.6
−0.4 0.1+0.1

−0.05

Np 300± 150 5000± 4000
Re (km) 10+6

−2 1.7+3.3
−0.6

τp 10−4± 5× 10−5 7× 10−6± 5× 10−6

Meteoroid erosion time (years) ∼108 ∼107

the tidal field of the planet (Longaretti 1989, Canup and Espo
1995). For two F-ring particles of densities close to that of wa
ice, accretion is very likely to happen if the mass of the sma
particle is smaller than about 0.01 times the mass of the la
particle. This is the case for the regolith particles hitting
parent bodies considered here, so that reaccretion of the c
of dust released during a collision should be very efficient
our calculations, all the contacts between clump particles
parent bodies are assumed to result in reaccretion.

In Regime 2, we need the collision frequency appropriat
shear-dominated collisions. An expression for this low-veloc
regime has been derived in the context of planetary accre
by Greenberget al. (1991). More precisely, they derived th
collision frequency by estimating the flow of small particl
into the vicinity of the parent bodies due to keplerian shea
well as the gravitational cross section (the product of these
quantities giving the impact rate). Although it is valid only
a tide-free environment, we will use it here to estimate roug
the number and size of the parent bodies.

From Eqs. (1), (6), (8), and (9), and from the expression
ρcl, we derive for Regime 1:

NpπR2
p

[
1+

(
Vesc

Vrel

)2
]

VrelT = NclLcl HclWcl. (10)

This equation simply states that the parent bodies have to s
up, during the timeT , the accumulated volume of the clump
in order for a steady state to be reached. The numerical va
of Ncl, Lcl, Wcl, Hcl, andT have been discussed before. Th
Eq. (10) can be solved for a variety ofVrel, yieldingNp as a func-
tion of Rp. Equation (7) is then used to computeNcol. Finally, the
equivalent radiusRe of a single body that would contain the ma
of all of the parent bodies can be calculated asRe= N1/3

p Rp.

4.2.2. Results. The results obtained in the case of Regim
1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. The ver
axis at the right gives the value ofNcol. The vertical axis at the
left shows the equivalent radiusRe.

For a given heightHcl, and a given relative velocityVrel, we

can determine the radiusRp of the parent bodies necessary
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produce one collision every 6 days. The results for Regime 1
summarized in Table III.

The values of the parameters used above to deriveNp and
Rp correspond to mean values, but they are subject to s
degree of uncertainty. Thus, we examine our scenario furthe
considering two extreme cases, for which the input parame
are equal to their maximal or minimal values. First, we consi
T = 80 days,Lcl= 2500 km,Wcl= 45 km, andHcl= 15 km,
and, second,T = 50 days,Lcl= 7500 km,Wcl= 55 km, and
Hcl= 25 km. The errors bars in Table III are defined by the
two extreme models.

Overall, considering the width of the main component of t
F ring to be1a∼ 50 km (Murrayet al.1997), our model shows
that the radius of the parent bodies strongly depends on the
ative velocity,Vrel, and must range from 100 m for high relativ
velocities to a few kilometers for the lowest relative velocitie
In any case,Rp is never larger than 3 km in our model (Table III
This is compatible with the upper limit provided by the Voyag
images (about 10 km; see Synnott 1986).

In the case of Regime 2, Fig. 5b shows that the value ofRp

also remains within the above limits (i.e., a few hundred mete

4.3. Thickness of the Regolith

We can derive another property of the parent bodies, nam
the thicknessz, of the regolith covering the parent bodies. W
assume that collisions between two parent bodies release p
ously accumulated debris, without significant erosion or crea
of additional debris. The mass of regolith of densityρreg lost dur-
ing a collision is then similar to the mass of the clump, whi
gives a relation betweenz, the radius of the parent bodies, an
the typical size,r , of a regolith particle:

4πR2
pρreg f z= Mcl/2. (11)

Here, f is the fraction of regolith released when two pare
bodies collide. Note that each parent body contributes to
the mass of the clumpMcl. From Eq. (2), we can derive

z= 1

6π

(
ρ0

ρreg

)(
Lcl Hcl1τ

QextR2
p

)(
r

f

)
. (12)

We recall that a typical value of1τ ∼ 0.4 is obtained from the
observations. As discussed in Section 4.1, we adoptHcl= 20 km
andLcl= 2500 km. We assume a regolith densityρreg of 0.1 g
cm−3, corresponding to the density of snow (Weidenschilli
et al. 1984). The determination off is difficult, since there
are few experimental data for ejecta production. We retain
estimate of Canup and Esposito (1995), who givef = 0.12 when
two like-sized objects collide. Note, however, that the two fact
f zalways appear together in this calculation, so that it is eas
derive alternative values ofz from other values off . However,
we prefer to keep explicitly the factorf = 0.12 for the following
reason. Even though a small fraction of regolith may be relea
toparticipate in different collisions, so that the total reservoir of
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FIG. 6. The relation between the radius,Rp, of the parent bodies and the radius,r , of the regolith particles is plotted for several regolith thickness
◦
(1≤ z≤ 5000 cm). These relations are obtained for a clump of length 1. The shaded zone defines the intersection of the possible parent radii with the likely sizes

of the regolith particles. See the text for a description of the model.
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regolith may be larger than the small fraction of dust relea
during one collision.

The results presented in Fig. 6 illustrate which combinatio
of r , Rp, andz are able to satisfy Eq. (12). We now relax th
condition on the particle size,r , which was taken to be equa
to r = 10µm in the case of meteoritic excavation. By contra
regolith particles may have radii distributed over a much wid
range due to long-term collisional and accretional proces
This range (0.1< r < 100µm) is marked in Fig. 6 by the two
vertical dashed lines. The previous section gives constraint
the size of the parent bodies (0.1< Rp< 1.4 km), which defines
the shaded zone in Fig. 6. The curves then show the relation
betweenRp andr (Eq. (12)) for various values ofz.

Thus, the mass of the clumps can be supplied by collisi
between parent bodies if the layers of regolith have a thickn
ranging from a few tens of centimeters to a few meters. This
reasonable range, considering that the parent bodies have m
larger radii of∼100 m to 1.5 km. For comparison, the avera

regolith depth on a ringmoon (with a typical radius∼100 m) in
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Neptune’s Adams ring is estimated to be about 8 m byCanup and
Esposito (1995), using the same fractionf = 0.12 as adopted
here.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed four saturnian objects (S/1995 S5, 199
1995 S20, and Arc10) near the orbit of the F ring. Indeed,
number of planetocentric measurements for S5 (23 so far)
yield an orbital radius which is consistent, within the error ba
with that of the F ring. The object Arc10 is also obviously link
to the F ring (Fig. 2). This is not yet proved for S6 and S
considering the present uncertainties in the orbital eleme
These observations, when linked to other data sets, may b
constrain the dynamics of the F ring.

In the meantime, only S3 and S6 can be matched betw
May and August 1995 with a unique F ring object (N96) if o
assumes that these objects have the F-ring mean motion.

larly several bright clumps were seen within the Fring during the
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Voyager visits in 1980 and 1981, and none of them can be cle
linked over the 9-month period separating the two encoun
Finally, the objects detected in 1995 are all bright enough n
have been overlooked by the Voyager spacecraft, if they we
swarm of permanent satellites. Altogether, this indicates tha
F-ring objects are transient in nature, with lifetimes of at mo
few months.

In this paper, we have envisioned a situation in which pa
bodies embedded in the F ring sporadically release cloud
loosely bound regolith material when they collide with ea
other, while sweeping up debris between successive collis
We show that the RPX and Voyager observations of trans
objects can be explained if there are several thousands of 10
sized (or several hundreds of∼1-km-sized) parent bodies in th
F ring. The thickness of the regolith on the surface of th
bodies ranges between a few tens of centimeters to a few m
Moreover, it appears that the Keplerian shear can sprea
clumps longitudinally over a time scale less than a few mon
which is compatible with the Voyager and present observati
Finally, gravitational scatterings by bodies of a few kilomet
in radius could maintain a velocity dispersion consistent w
the∼20 km thickness of the F ring (Pouletet al.2000).

Several authors (Lissauer and Peale 1986, Cuzzi and B
1988, Showalteret al.1992, Hänninen 1993, Murrayet al.1997)
have postulated the existence of small satellites or large par
(Rp< 10 km) within the F ring in order to explain various aspe
of its strange morphology. Similar conclusions hold for Satu
G ring (Canup and Esposito 1997) and Neptune’s rings (Ca
and Esposito 1995).

These large particles would contain most of the mass of t
ring and will erode under micrometeoroid bombardment. We
compute the mass flux of the meteoroids using Eq. (1) of Dur
et al. (1996) for the parent bodies. The gross erosion rate,
with no reaccretion of the ejecta, indicates that the populatio
parent bodies with radius∼100 m (or a few kilometers) coul
maintain the F ring for at least a few millions (or a few hundr
of millions) of years (see Table III). In reality, this lifetime
rather academic and probably an underestimate, as reacc
will bring most of the ejected dust back on to the particles
discussed in this paper.

The very existence of a population of large-sized bodie
the F ring remains to be explained. A possibility is that th
represent cohesive fragments from previous catastrophic
ruption events. Note that because of the criterion of accre
proposed by Canup and Esposito (1995)—see Section 4.2
large parent bodies do not accrete easily when they collide
each other. This could explain why they do not rapidly refor
single satellite.

They are several limitations to our model. First, only o
parent body size is considered. A wide distribution of si
could lead to aggregates of loosely bound large particles,
viding more complex scenarios. Also, we have ignored c
sions between regolith particles, which could lead to stick

There is some experimental evidence, however, that stick
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between dusty aggregates, even at low velocities, is not
efficient (Blum and M¨unch 1993). Note finally that the grav
itational influences of Prometheus and Pandora have not
considered here. In particular the possible confinement of
F ring core by the two satellites, the presence of numer
resonances, the possibility of chaotic motion, and their effe
on the collision rate between the parent bodies have yet t
studied.

Our model accounts in a natural way for the steady state in
action between the parent bodies and the production of clu
on a short time scale (several months). It does not addres
question of the stability of the F ring over periods of hundre
of years, over which the ring could be “transient” (see Cu
and Burns 1988). Nevertheless, monitoring and understan
the short-term dynamical evolution of the F ring is essential
casting light on the long-term history of narrow and dusty rin
and perhaps also on the planetary accretion process.
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